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Notice to reader – the contents of this circular are subject to frequent changes and interpretations by government and 

the private sector.



Update
• In August, Chancellor Rishi Sunak reaffirmed that his

team are working towards a ‘fiscal event’ in the
Autumn, despite speculation surrounding a possible

delay in view of concerns around a potential Autumn
Covid-19 spike and a surge in unemployment.

• A popular view is that the ‘fiscal event’ will take place

in November of this year and based on the precedents

set by recent Autumn Budgets, it would seem likely to
occur towards the end of November.

• As preparations continue, the Chancellor has been

placed under considerable pressure by Conservative
MPs to avoid measures that could “stifle” economic

recovery such as tax rises and instead, focus on growth.

• Having recently written to the Office of Tax
Simplification (OTS), calling for a review of the UK’s
Capital Gains Tax (CGT), which is to conclude in

October, potential options for the Chancellor include:

o Raising the CGT rates levied in alignment with
income tax at varying levels (20% or 40-45%)

o Reducing or abolishing the £12,300 annual
exemption amount available to individuals

o Levying CGT on new asset classes, such as
private homes and classic cars

• Despite the above, there is no certainty that a full and

formal Budget will take place, given that a ‘fiscal

event’ could also constitute a less significant ‘mini

spending review’, but we would advise prudence.

Looking Forward – 2020 Budget

2020 Budget

£60bn Of higher taxes or austerity would

be needed to make up the

budget deficit incurred by Covid-

19 related borrowing

Source: The Times
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As we approach a key period of the UK’s economic recovery, this bulletin focuses on the benefits of adopting
a proactive approach in determining what developments and considerations may arise for business owners
in the short to medium term. As we enter the latter months of 2020, attention will be drawn towards what a
potential Autumn address from the Chancellor could entail for the business community. With much
speculation currently surrounding the address, below, we set out the latest areas which business owners
should consider in order to ensure that they are not caught out by potentially significant changes.

Gambit’s View

With the Conservative manifesto vowing not to raise income tax, National Insurance or VAT, it would seem that
there are few options left for the Chancellor to consider to offset a proportion of the Government’s emergency
Covid-19 spending. Given the extent to which the UK government has borrowed in order to support its Covid-
19 economic response, the Chancellor has been clear that “difficult decisions” must be made. Certainly, there
is a signal of intent from the Treasury to review CGT in its current form and therefore businesses must be prudent
during this period of speculation. We would encourage business owners to adopt a proactive view of the
rumoured changes, by for instance, ensuring that any tax point of a potential transaction is crystalised by mid-
November at the latest. As we explore overleaf, the rumoured CGT implications may realign vendor’s priorities
and it is of paramount importance that potential forthcoming changes are fully considered.

9.6m Workers have been placed

under furlough through the Job

Retention Scheme

Source: GOV.UK

£2tn UK national debt has exceeded

£2tn for the first time, driven by

the cost of the Covid economic

response

Source: ONS

>100% Government borrowing as a

percentage of GDP has risen

above 100%, the highest level

since the 1960s

Source: ONS



Preparing an Exit: Some Self-Help Ideas
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An element of panic has built up amongst company owners contemplating or pursuing transferring ownership of their
businesses. Exit options and valuations have been curtailed by the Covid-19 pandemic and tax efficient timeframes
condensed by the rumoured Capital Gains Tax (“CGT”) reform in the forthcoming Autumn statement from UK
Treasury.

Ignoring the external route of selling to trade or financial buyers, we anticipate that the internal alternative via a
management buy out (“MBO”) or employee buy out will be a popular choice in appropriate circumstances but
dependent on affordability and owner value expectations. The rumoured CGT implications may realign vendor’s
priorities.

MBOs can fulfil a number of scenarios whether leveraged, buy-in, buy-out, vendor instigated, or employee led. The
vendor instigated option or VIMBO, generally appeals to the business’ wider stakeholder classes including customers,
suppliers, and existing funders.

In order to comply with the Companies Act 2006, shareholders must give the option to sell at least 75% of their shares
to Management, retaining the balance, hopefully for another future exit event. Consideration is satisfied via the
company’s own cash which is surplus to trading requirements, tax effective loan instruments and new borrowings or
equity investment from Management and institutions, if required. In this way, the shareholders remain with “skin in the
game” as equity investors in their own right, committed to the company’s future with board representation and legal
protections to safeguard their exposure on loan monies due to them.

To the outside world, the transfer of ownership can be positively communicated and corporate standing with
stakeholders is preserved. Tax wise, currently, the divesting shareholders can benefit from personal CGT relief and an
attractive tax rate on their calculated gain. However, as previously reported in our bulletin, it is firmly anticipated that
CGT is in for an overhaul and these benefits are about to disappear such that Business Asset Disposal relief will likely be
extinguished, and the tax rates significantly increased to align with income tax charges.

All is not lost if you can move quickly and decide to choose the buy out route, agree terms and structure with
management or employees, set up the transaction structure and entity, obtain the necessary HMRC tax clearances,
hopefully within 30 days of submission and legally conclude before the Chancellor invokes new measures. The
potential tax benefit alone is compelling and can be weighed against the equity returns now or a need to carry on
to, hopefully, achieve a significantly higher valuation in the future to just stand still in today’s terms.

As a word of caution, if you are relying on external funding to enhance the extraction it might be worth discussing with
funders the timing of their intervention post the company sale as time to effect due diligence and other requirements
with institutions may overshoot the tight deadline of the Autumn Statement, probably in mid November.

Another option which might suit certain types of businesses, fulfil owner's legacy ambitions or preserve community
employment benefits is to sell the company to an Employee Owned Trust (“EOT”) which would hold the shares on
behalf of the employees of the company. Again, external finance can be introduced subsequently to allow the EOT
to pay for the shares albeit secured against the operating company rather than the EOT.

The advantage for the selling shareholders is the zero rate that applies to a sale to an EOT, provided the EOT satisfies
the qualifying conditions for two years from the date of the transaction. The zero rate applies to any consideration
payable in cash on deferred terms but unlike the MBO is in the form of an IOU, as opposed to loan notes.

Also, unlike the VIMBO, there is no residual interest for exiting shareholders and the EOT does not lend itself to a follow-
on sale of the company in several years time either, as the tax consequences of unwinding an EOT results in double
taxation rates which are highly unattractive.

Ownership by an EOT is a long-term solution, hence why it is suited to particular types of businesses and
circumstances. However, this route may remain open post CGT review as its principles resonate with the distribution of
wealth, wider employee benefits and participation in their workplace. We will see.

So, in light of this review, some of these options might work for your particular circumstances and aspirations whilst time
to transact is of the essence which requires a defined and tested approach.
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• Our previous bulletins have examined future industrial challenges including mobility and artificial intelligence. As

regards AI and other disruptive technologies which in the negative perspective could be deemed threatening

to the very nature of humanity, climate change undoubtedly threatens the physical survival of humankind.

• In no particular order, the most likely known existential threats to mankind are global pandemics, nuclear war

and ecological collapse.

• We are battling through Covid-19 with no clear end in sight whilst destabilising the world’s biosphere on

numerous fronts with the threatening present reality of climate change, unlike a future potential nuclear war.

• The internal combustion engine has been responsible for many advancements over the last 150 years but has

also been responsible for polluting emissions which are still on the ascent and it is time for it to be retired and

substituted with new technologies that do not burn fossil fuels. Our previous edition on mobility investigated new

models and purpose designed vehicles for personal transport fuelled by clean hydrogen where the emission is

water vapour and not poisonous gases.

• At the national level, governments can introduce taxes and stronger regulations, cut subsidies to polluting

industries and incentivise switching to renewable energy whilst investing in researching and developing new

eco-friendly technologies.

• However, whilst there are many things which governments, corporates and individuals can contribute to tackle

climate change, to be effective, it requires global intervention.

• Green growth is a defined industrial challenge which seeks to establish initiatives for generating national

income, creating sustainable jobs, lowering spend on affordable energy whilst cutting greenhouse gas

emissions and protecting the environment at every level.

• It will require clean tech innovation where the end product or service is sustainable and this becomes the key

driver to determining the process to derive the solution. Its challenges remain in accessing good data to

estimate the impacts associated with the entire value chain involving materials used, energy consumed,

emissions generated , packaging and distribution.

• Green finance will have a vital role to play whether in early stage technology led investing, green mortgages,

greenhouse gas removal infrastructure, energy efficient buildings, recycling industrial heat, hydrogen fuelled

vehicles, Agri-tech for localised crops and “clean meat” mass production, to mention a few objectives.

• These initiatives have to be due diligenced and prioritised to avoid “green fatigue” and scepticism amongst

consumers towards adopting new alternatives with environmental benefits and cost savings but higher retail

prices than less energy friendly alternatives.

• It is time to motivate and collaborate at all levels of public, private and education sectors and as citizens

accept that global warming is a real menace to the future of mankind and we are approaching a tipping point

on emissions which might soon be irreversible.

Clean Growth in Focus
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25%
Of the world’s energy needs could 

be met by hydrogen power by 2050

Source: Bloomberg

460,000
Jobs already exist in low-carbon-

emitting businesses and their supply 

chains

Source: Financial Times

2035
A ban on selling new petrol, diesel 

or hybrid cars is expected to take 

effect before 2035

Source: BBC News
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Gambit Corporate Finance

Established in 1992, Gambit is an independent corporate finance advisory firm specialising in advising private

and public companies on mid-market transactions in the UK and overseas. With offices in London and

Cardiff, Gambit is widely recognised as a market leader in M&A advice having built up detailed industry

knowledge and an enviable track record in deal origination and execution.

www.gambitcf.com
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